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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Network Equilibrium is a Low Carbon Networks Fund (LCNF) project which aims to 
demonstrate how novel voltage and power flow management can release network capacity.  

The project has three technical methods: 

 The Enhanced Voltage Assessment (EVA) Method; 

 The System Voltage Optimisation (SVO) Method; and 

 The Flexible Power Link (FPL) Method.  

The trial location for Network Equilibrium encompasses the 33kV and 11kV distribution 
networks in our South West area across the counties of Somerset and Devon. 

This report focuses on the knowledge capture and dissemination activities as part of the 
project to ensure the learning and data has been appropriately shared as part of the 
project. This forms the Ofgem deliverable for Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRC) 8: 
“Knowledge Capture and Dissemination”. 

1.2 Structure 

This SDRC, 8, focuses on the knowledge dissemination, publication of reports and the 
generation of new policies produced as a direct consequence of  the delivery of Network 
Equilibrium. The SDRC provides the details of specific knowledge dissemination in the form 
of: 

 Network data and policies made available; 

 Eight industry conferences attended and presented; 

 LCNI conference presentations; 

 Publication of comprehensive project reports;  

 Detailed dissemination to other DNOs; and 

 Six-monthly progress reports submitted to Ofgem and published throughout the 
project. 

 

As well as the knowledge dissemination described above, knowledge has also been 
disseminated in a variety of other formats, such as workshops., These workshops have 
expanded on the reports and described in more detail the analytical approach of the test 
results, and explained how we evaluated and quantified the benefits of each project 
solution.  These workshops also allowed us to demonstrate the applicability to wider GB 
electricity networks, in the form of new policies. 

This SDRC document will detail the format of each key element of project knowledge 
dissemination and its significant area of dissemination. 
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1.3 Project Background 

The following section provides a brief overview of the three technical Methods delivered as 
part of the Network Equilibrium project. 

1.3.1 Enhanced Voltage Assessment 

The EVA Method has been tested as part of the project to understand the value in widening 
the statutory voltage limits on the 11kV and 33kV network as well as the technical impacts 
of such a change. The aim was to demonstrate the value of this Method to support the 
connection of additional distributed generation (DG) on to the system, whilst minimising 
the need to make any wider network changes. 

To further explain how the statutory voltage limits can constrain the available network 
capacity, consider Figure 1-1, which shows the voltage rise caused by the connection of a 
new generator. If this voltage rise in any operational scenario exceeds the statutory voltage 
limit of 1.06 p.u in 11kV and 33kV networks, then the generator would not be able to 
connect.  

 

 
Figure 1-1 - Impact on voltage from new generation connection 
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If it was possible, however, to extend the high statutory voltage limit to 1.08p.u or 1.10 p.u, 
then the generation connection would be allowed without the need for network 
reinforcement. 

Therefore, EVA explored the potential amendment of the statutory limits to release 
network capacity. This involved among others a number of power system studies, 
equipment investigations and consultation with the industry, with the full outputs of the 
study being presented in SDRC-1 previously. 

1.3.2 System Voltage Optimisation 

SVO is a novel voltage control system based on a completely different philosophy compared 
to traditional voltage control. It aims to release network capacity through intelligent voltage 
management, removing the constraints imposed by existing voltage control systems.  

Currently, the voltage on 33kV and 11kV networks is controlled using Automatic Voltage 
Control (AVC) relays that send signals to control On Load Tap Changers (OLTCs) to maintain 
the voltage at a particular target value. This target voltage is set to ensure that the network 
voltage is kept within the statutory limits of ±6% for 33kV and 11kV networks, as stated in 
the Electricity, Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations (ESQCRs). As part of Business As 
Usual (BAU) voltage control, the static AVC target voltage set point is set relatively high to 
account for the voltage drop in the demand dominated networks it was designed for. 

However, electricity distribution networks are no longer demand dominated. The increasing 
penetration of embedded generation, which is often intermittent in nature, causes the 
operating conditions of electricity distribution networks to vary significantly over time. 
During periods of low demand, for example, the high fixed target voltage value may set the 
network voltage unnecessarily high. This could prevent the connection of additional 
generation due to the lack of voltage headroom.  

Therefore, instead of keeping the voltages as high as possible at all times, SVO continuously 
assesses the state of the network in real time and detects the changes in the network 
operation. It responds to these changes by calculating and sending optimised voltage set 
points to the voltage control relays.  

The implementation of SVO consists of two critical parts: 

 Part 1 is the implementation of a centralised voltage control system and its 
integration with WPD’s Network Management System (NMS); and 

 Part 2 is the site implementation, including the work done on the AVC equipment of 
each SVO substation to support the dynamic target voltage set points sent by SVO. 

This centralised system is based on Siemens’ SP5 technology which is able to estimate the 
real-time state of the network and perform complex optimisation calculations to find the 
best target voltage set points. It does that, by communicating with the NMS to receive real-
time network operation and utilisation data. The received data is used in the estimation of 
the state of the network which then enables the calculation of the optimised target voltage 
set points. The calculated set points are sent by SP5 to the NMS, which then forwards them 
to the AVC relays in the network. The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2: SVO Block Diagram 

1.3.3 Flexible Power Link 

Where possible it is advantageous to operate power networks in large groups whereby the 
load and generation can be equally distributed across that group. Distribution networks are 
typically operated in separate, smaller, network groups defined by connections to Grid 
Supply Points (GSPs) from National Grid (NG). The main reason for this is that paralleling or 
connecting network groups between different GSPs is likely to result in: 

i. Abnormal power flows due to differences in network impedance between the two 
sources; and 

ii. Higher fault levels due to the interconnection of sources from the GSPs. 
 

Our network in the South West typically comprises multiple 132/33kV Bulk Supply Points 
(BSPs) fed from 400/275/132kV GSPs. The individual BSPs supply many 33/11kV primary 
substations through an interconnected 33kV network. A typical arrangement is shown in 
Figure 1-3. 

 
Figure 1-3: Typical Arrangement of a DNO Network 
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The 33kV networks are then often run as an interconnected system in rural areas as is the 
case in some elements of the South West distribution area. The interconnected network will 
generally be fed from a single BSP to ensure that power flow and voltage are not affected 
should a BSP transformer trip or another network fault occur.  

In general, paralleling the 33kV network within the same network group (a single BSP) is 
achievable assuming power flow, voltage and fault levels are within thermal and voltage 
limits. However, connecting two separate network groups, at BSP level, in parallel through 
the 33kV network is not usually possible due to the issues explained. 

The connection of DG and Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) has a direct effect on the voltage 
and power flows within a network group. The voltage for a whole network group is 
regulated by transformers via their built-in On-Load Tap Changer (OLTC) to maintain the 
voltage at any point in the network within statutory limits (±6% at 11kV and 33kV). The 
connection of DG generally causes voltage rise issues and the connection of load customers 
often causes the voltage to drop. The network is configured such that in a minimum 
generation, maximum demand scenario, the voltage will remain above the minimum 
statutory limit. This leaves a limited capacity for DG to connect before the existing 
transformers can no longer successfully regulate the voltage, for conditions such as 
minimum load and maximum generation. 

Generation also causes changes to the flow power within the network group. As the levels 
of DG connecting to the network begin to exceed the demand at certain times of the day, 
reverse power flows occur, which is where power is exported through the 33kV network 
onto the 132kV system for the instance a generator is connected to the 33kV network. The 
rating of parts of the upstream network, such as transformers and overhead circuits are 
increasingly becoming a limiting factor to the connection of DG as the network. 

Due to the varying types of demand and generation connected at increasingly disparate 
points of the network, substations and network groups can have significantly different 
demand and generation profiles. Often sections of the network with high demand could be 
physically, or geographically, close to sections with high generation but cannot be 
connected due to the engineering constraints described. The FPL Method aimed to provide 
a solution to facilitate the connection between these networks. This would efficiently and 
controllably transfer active power (P) between the two networks to ensure dynamic and 
balanced control of the power flows and also facilitate the provision of independent 
reactive power (Q) on each side of the FPL to provide voltage control to the connected 
network. 
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2.0 Details of Knowledge and Learning Dissemination Reports 
and Presentations 

The knowledge and learning dissemination of the project focussed on the six monthly 
reports and successful delivery reward criteria documents, however, an important part of 
the dissemination activities has been through actively sharing learning at industry 
conferences. Throughout the project lifetime a number of conferences and dissemination 
events have been attended by members of the Network Equilibrium project team, where 
project knowledge and learning has both been formally and informally shared with the 
industry. Below is a summary of eight key industry conferences that have contained formal 
Network Equilibrium dissemination and presentations as well as further dissemination and 
reporting activities. 

2.1 Industry Conference Presentations 

2.1.1 Balancing Act 2016 – London, 8th September 2016 

The Balancing Act conference was organised by WPD and focussed on how the changing 
nature of the electricity grid is transforming the role of DNOs, demanding intelligent ways of 
controlling power flows and voltages, a higher level of interaction with customers and more 
advanced methods of network management and planning. 

The presentation focussed on outlining the aims and objectives of the project as well as the 
design activities to date of the three key Methods. It demonstrated the requirements and 
needs of the Methods to develop a more flexible and adaptive network to facilitate 
additional load and generation connections.  

2.1.2 Smart Distribution Networks: Technologies and Business Models – London, 10th 
April 2017 – circa 50 attendees 

The Smart Distribution Networks Workshop was organised between the H20201 and PF72 
mechanisms. It focused on the changing need of electricity networks as generation, energy 
storage and new low carbon loads connect to the system and how disruptive technologies 
and business models for distribution networks can be used to facilitate these changing 
requirements. 

The presentation centred on the technical methods of Network Equilibrium and the 
potential value the SVO and FPL methods can have on the networks to deliver significant 
additional capacity to connect new generation and load.  

2.1.3 CIRED – Glasgow, 12-15th June 2017 – circa 1500 attendees  

International Conference on Electricity Distribution (CIRED) is widely considered to be the 
world’s largest technical international conference focussed on distribution electricity 
networks. Dissemination at CIRED enables peer review, comparison with international 
projects and information gathering on the latest products and techniques from leading 
manufacturers as soon as relevant learning is gathered. 

                                                      

1 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en 

2 https://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en
https://ec.europa.eu/research/fp7/index_en.cfm
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As part of this event two technical papers were presented: 

 Steady-State Modelling for the Integration of a Bi-Directional AC-DC-AC Flexible 
Power Link; and 

 Real-Time, Centralised Voltage Control in 33kV and 11kV Electricity Distribution 
Networks.  

These papers disseminated the latest learning of the FPL and SVO methods respectively. 

2.1.4 ENA SHE Conference – Newcastle, 25th May 2018- circa 150 attendees 

This conference is organised by the Energy Networks Association (ENA) and is the energy 
industry’s Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) Management Conference. The conference 
provides a forum for all stakeholders – employees, employers, trade unions and regulators 
– to network, share best practice and review SHE challenges and concerns. It aims to foster 
co-operation and improve contact between and within the organisations and companies 
that comprise the energy industry. 

The presentation centred on the integration of the FPL in to an existing substation and how 
this is achieved safely. It demonstrated the need and value for documented processes in the 
form of policies and procedures as well as sufficient training to enable operatives to work 
safely and successfully.  

2.1.5 CIGRE – Paris, 26-31st August 2018 – circa 1000 attendees 

CIGRE is a bi-annual conference based in Paris, France. It brings together over 1250 
members from 90 countries to share eminent learning and innovation in the power 
engineering environment.  

Members of the project team presented the FPL and on the wider topic of DC technologies 
in an otherwise AC network. The presentation focussed on the need for distribution 
networks to take learning from transmission DC operating principles and how these have 
been demonstrated as part of trials including Network Equilibrium, projects in Indonesia 
and Netherlands.  

2.1.6 International Forum on DC Technologies and Renewable Energy Integration – 
Birmingham, 5th February 2019 – circa 30 attendees 

This event was organised by Professor Xiao-Ping Zhang of the University Birmingham and 
brought together international experts from China, USA, Canada and the UK to discuss in 
detail their experiences and achievements in the world of HV and MV DC installations. The 
day focussed on the technical need and capability of the physical technology and the 
control systems required to facilitate the dynamic control of DC systems.  

The FPL was presented and the presentation focussed on the design and implementation of 
the control system to operate the FPL. 

2.1.7 IET ACDC Conference – Coventry 6-7th February 2019 – circa 150 attendees 

The IET ACDC Conference is an annual event, which alternatives between the UK and China. 
It provides an opportunity to showcase the very latest developments and implementation in 
DC technology.  
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The FPL was presented and the focus of the presentation was the technical considerations 
and design required to successfully integrate a DC device within an otherwise AC network. 
This focus was on protection, earthing and power quality issues. 

2.1.8 CIRED – Madrid, 3-6th June 2019 – circa 1500 attendees 

As described in Section 2.1.3 CIRED is a bi-annual conference providing an opportunity to 
disseminate the latest in distribution network technical and operational innovations. 

As part of this event two technical papers will be presented: 

 The Operational Performance and Benefits of an MVDC Device Integrated Within A 
33kv Distribution Network; and 

 Implementation and Trial of Centralised Voltage Control in 33kV and 11kV Electricity 
Distribution Networks. 

The technical papers will be released once the event has taken place. 

2.2 LCNI Conferences 

The project has been presented at each of the LCNI Conferences, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 
2018. The presentations have taken the form of either formal events or regular informal 
presentations at the WPD stand to enable detailed technical discussions to take place. The 
wider project learning, in terms of procurement, project management and delivery of 
innovation projects was also shared. Detail on the presentations can be found in Appendix 
6. 

2.3 Publication of other SDRC Reports 

This SDRC, 8, represents the final SDRC required as part of the project. The previous seven 
have been submitted, either on time or early, as set out in the Project Direction document. 
These SDRCs have provided valuable learning throughout all aspects of the project and 
importantly have documented the clear decision making and optioneering for all elements 
of the project. 

All these reports are available on the ENA’s Smarter Networks Portal and WPD’s Innovation 
website through the links below: 

SDRC-1 – Detailed Design of the Enhanced Voltage Assessment Method; 
SDRC-2 – Detailed Design of the SVO Method; 
SDRC-3 – Detailed Design of the FPL Method; 
SDRC-4 – Trialling and Demonstrating the EVA Method; 
SDRC-5 – Trialling and Demonstrating the SVO Method; 
SDRC-6 – Trialling and Demonstrating the FPL Method; and 
SDRC-7 – Trialling and Demonstrating the Integration of the EVA, SVO and FPL Methods. 
 
 
  

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/2512
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/2500
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/2506
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/2002
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/2054
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/11843
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/23554
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3.0 Details of Network Equilibrium Data 

3.1 Network Data 

A key part of the project has been the generation of new data, which has been in the form 
of: 

 Plugins to facilitate the modelling of both the SVO and FPL to understand their 
impacts and benefits on the wider distribution network; 

 SVO voltage data and supporting data to facilitate the SVO state estimation 
activities; and 

 FPL power data and the wider network input to the FPL Control Module. 
 

3.1.1 PSS/E Plugins 

As part of the SVO and FPL method, as well as being supported by the EVA method two 
specific plugins were created, which enable the SVO and FPL to be accurately and robustly 
modelled in WPD’s standard power system analysis software, PSS/E4. This means that 
engineers can easily understand the operation and performance of existing SVO and FPL’s 
installed on the system and examine and quantify the benefit of a new implementation to 
facilitate new connections or operational changes as required. A user interface has been 
created for both, seen in Figure 3-1, which ensures that the plugins are easy to use and 
provide the required data to inform decisions.  

 
Figure 3-1: SVO Plugin User Interface 

Both plugins have been made available to all DNOs, through the ENA’s sharing platform 
hosted by Huddle, where the tools can be used directly or the source code for adaption for 
use with different software platforms is also available. User guides are also available to 
support their use. 

                                                      
4
 Siemen’s Power System Analysis Tool 
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3.1.2 SVO 

The learning demonstrated in SDRCs 5 and 7 relating to the operational performance of the 
16 SVO implementations came from a significant amount of data. This data centres on the 
voltage calculation detail in the state estimation system, the operating voltage on site and 
critically the load and generation on the wider network at an instant in time affecting the 
voltage changes.  

This data for the 16 SVO has been made available and is contained within Appendix 2. The 
selection page of the SVO database is shown in Figure 3-2. 

 
Figure 3-2: SVO Data Hub 

3.1.3 FPL 

As part of the operation of the FPL and the learning to support the production of SDRC 6 
and 7 a substantial level of data was used and stored. This data centres on the wider system 
voltage and power levels, the decisions from the central FPL Control Module and the real 
and reactive power provided by the device itself.  

This data, as with the SVO, has been made available in a raw format to enable further third 
party analysis of the FPL’s performance to be undertaken and is included in Appendix 3.  
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3.2 Policies 

As part of the project, to ensure that technology and solutions were appropriately and 
safely connected to the system, controlled, operated and maintained correctly a number of 
WPD policies were created. This is of fundamental importance when considering a new 
technology or operational regime and therefore the following suite of policy documents as 
part of this project were produced: 

ST:OC1AB - Operation and Control of System Voltage Optimisation (SVO) for the Network 
Equilibrium Project 

This document describes the standard operation and control procedure for SVO on WPD’s 11 and 
33kV network, as part of Network Equilibrium. 
 

ST:OC1AC - Operation and Control of ABB 33kV Flexible Power Link installed at Exebridge 
Primary Substation for use on the Network Equilibrium project 

This document describes the standard operation and control procedure for an FPL on WPD’s 33kV 
network, as part of Network Equilibrium. 
 

ST:SP2CAD - Inspection and Maintenance of ABB 33kV Flexible Power Link installed at 
Exebridge Primary Substation for use on the Network Equilibrium project 

This document covers Western Power Distribution’s requirements for the inspection and 
maintenance of the ABB 33kV FPL as part of the Low Carbon Networks Fund (LCNF) tier-2 
Project, Network Equilibrium. 

These policies are now part of WPD’s wider portfolio and are updated at a regular interval, 
or as required with the learning from the operation of new technologies.  

All policies created as part of the project have been made available to all other DNOs via 
ENA’s Huddle. 
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4.0 Details of Six-Monthly Progress Reports Submitted 

Throughout the delivery of the project the regular reporting to Ofgem has been in the form 
of Six-Monthly Progress Reports (6MPR). These documents have contained key project 
management detail, risks, actions and cost profile and forecasting. As well as the direct 
project management detail a robust commentary on the project delivery activities over the 
six month reporting period were captured. This focussed on the design, installation and 
operational activities of the three project methods with significant focus on the learning and 
dissemination activities.  

The 6MPRs submitted as part of Network Equilibrium have been: 

 December 2014 to May 2015; 

 June 2015 to November 2015; 

 December 2015 to May 2016; 

 June 2016 to November 2016; 

 December 2016 to May 2017; 

 June 2017 to November 2017; and 

 December 2017 to May 2018. 

All these reports are available on the ENA’s Smarter Networks Portal and WPD’s Innovation 
website. 

5.0 Conclusion 

Throughout the delivery of Network Equilibrium there has been a significant amount of 
learning generated and this has been robustly captured and disseminated in a number of 
formats as discussed in this document, specifically learning logs for each element of the 
project that is captured in the other, Method related, SDRCs. 

This learning has been captured and disseminated in a way the enables all GB DNOs to have 
access to the data and information they need in order to determine the suitability and 
viability of any of the project’s solutions their own network. It also provides third parties, 
such as academics, equipment suppliers and customers to understand the project’s aims, 
process, and outputs and utilise the raw data to carry out further research.  

The future learning and data will continue to be captured and shared until the end of the 
project and beyond, where appropriate. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Details of Equilibrium Project Presentations 

Presentation File 

 

Appendix 2 - SVO Data 

SVO Data Hub 

 

Appendix 3 - FPL Data 

FPL Data Hub 

 

Appendix 4 – LCNI Conference Detail 

Conference Detail 
 
 
  

https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/32227
https://www.westernpower.co.uk/downloads/32236
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Glossary 

Term Definition 

AVC Automatic Voltage Control 

BAU Business As Usual 

BSP Bulk Supply Point 

CBA Cost Benefit Analysis 

CM Control Module 

DG Distributed Generation 

DNO Distribution Network Operator 

DSO Distribution System Operator 

EVA Enhanced Voltage Assessment 

FPL Flexible Power Link 

GSP Grid Supply Point 

LCNF Low Carbon Networks Fund 

LCT Low Carbon Technology 

LV Low Voltage 

LVAC Low Voltage Alternating Current 

MVA Mega Volt Ampere 

MVAR Mega Volt Ampere Reactive 

MVDC Medium Voltage Direct Current 

MW Mega Watt 

NG National Grid 

NMS Network Management System 

OLTC On-Load Tap Changer 

PSS/E Siemens Power System Analysis Tool 

RTU Remote Terminal Unit 

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition  

SDRC Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 

SVO System Voltage Optimisation 

WPD Western Power Distribution 
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Network Equilibrium – An Overview
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Figure 1:  Network Equilibrium Project area
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planning using 


advanced tools.


To release network capacity and allow more Low 


Carbon Technologies  to connect







Network Equilibrium – The Techniques


1. EVA


Enhanced 


Voltage 


Assessment


2. SVO


System Voltage 


Optimisation


3. FPL


Flexible Power 


Link


• Part 1: Advanced 


Planning Tool – better 


network planning.


• Part 2: Investigation 


into potential 


amendment of 


statutory voltage limits.


• Centralised, real-


time Voltage 


Control system in 


33kV and 11kV 


networks.


• Back-to-back 


voltage source 


converter installed 


between two 


previously 


unconnected Bulk 


Supply Points.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


What is the problem we want to solve?


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


• Current planning procedures based on 


worst case scenarios.


These might never occur – Underestimated 


network capacity!


• Different tools used for the 11kV network and different 


tools for the upper voltage levels.


Unable to see operation of entire network.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Better visibility of all 


voltage levels.


• Analysis using:


1. Historic time-series 


SCADA data.


2. Typical profiles.


3. 48-hour forecast 


profiles.


• Users: Design Engineers, 


Control Engineers, 


Outage planners.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Figure 2: APT Screenshot







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Evaluation of network 


capacity.


• Easy identification of 


constrained parts of 


the network and 


historic patterns.


• Graphical view of 


results.


• Modelling of SVO and 


FPL.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Figure 2: APT Screenshot







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Currently being developed (TNEI).


• Models for demand and generation typical and forecast 


profiles completed.


• Network model created using information from WPD’s 


Geographical Information System.


• SVO and FPL plugins have been created and are being 


tested.


• FTP link established with Met-Office and forecast profiles 


have been generated since January 2016.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


What we have done so far







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Finish tool development: Q1 2017.


• Testing of tool: Q1 2017.


• Training and trial: Q3 2017.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Next Steps







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment


• Statutory voltage limits set at +/- 6% in 11kV and 33kV 


networks.


What is the problem we want to solve?


Capacity for new connections depends on 


headroom available before upper voltage 


limit is reached.


Rationale behind existing limits unknown.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Figure 3: South West Network Single Line 


Diagram


Theoretical investigation


Could the 11kV and 33kV 


statutory voltage limits be 


widened to release network 


capacity?







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Figure 3: South West Network Single Line 


Diagram


• Study completed by Parsons 


Brinckerhoff.


• Included literature reviews, 


stakeholder engagement, 


equipment specification 


investigations and system 


studies.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


Industry supportive of investigations.


PART 2: Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Study completed – Main Outputs


Majority of 11kV and 33kV connected 


equipment would not need replacement.


A new voltage range of +-10% was 


considered.


This range advisable for 33kV but tighter range for 


11kV is suggested due to voltage regulation issues.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


Step change limits to be maintained.


PART 2: Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Study completed – Main Outputs


Further consultation – voltage limit working 


groups.


Study and outputs forwarded to industry.


Consultation with customers, UK and EU regulators and 


studies on other parts of the UK network are 


suggested.







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What is the problem we want to solve?
Traditional Voltage Control 


philosophy


• Relays at substations Control 


On Load Tap Changers.


• Keep voltage at substation 


close to pre-determined 


value.


• This target voltage value 


historically set high.


• Suitable for demand 


dominated networks. Figure 4: Traditional and amended voltage 


profiles







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What is the problem we want to solve?
Traditional Voltage Control 


philosophy


• Restrictive in modern 


networks.


Limits available network 


capacity!


Figure 4: Traditional and amended voltage 


profiles







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Dynamically adjust the previously static target voltage at the 


substation based on real-time operating conditions.


Figure 5: System Voltage Optimisation operation







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Figure 6: System Voltage Optimisation Architecture







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What we have done so far


• Selected the 8 BSPs and 8 Primaries to be controlled by SVO.


• Identified the AVC relays that will need to be replaced and 


associated site works required.


• Working with Siemens on system design – SVO based on 


Siemens’ Spectrum Power 5 technology.


• WPD’S IT, PowerOn  and Engineering Design teams involved 


in design process.


• Produced the first designs for relay replacements.


• Currently creating the SVO network model.


• Produced extract of ICCP Bilateral Table linking SVO model to 


monitoring information to be received.







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Next Steps


• System Design Complete by Q3 2016.


• Preparation for testing Q1 2017.


• Site works complete by Q3 2017.


• Testing and commissioning of system complete by Q3 2017.


• System live Q3/Q4 2017.


• Trials commence Q4 2017.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


What is the problem we want to solve?


Figure 7: Thermal and voltage constraints preventing network 


connections.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


Figure 8: Thermal and voltage constraints removed by FPL.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


• Back-to-back voltage source converter manufactured by ABB.


• Interconnecting two different Grid Groups.


• Connected across a 33 kV Normal Open Point.


QQ


Figure 9: Flexible Power Link operation







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


• External Control System developed independently.


Figure 9: FPL Control System Architecture







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


What we have done so far


• Selected the site.


• Now in detailed design phase.


• Working with WPD’s Engineering Design and Primary System 


Design and Projects teams on system integration design 


work.


• Contract negotiations for FPL Control System.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


Next Steps


• Design complete by Q4 2016.


• Testing preparations complete by Q2 2017.


• FPL delivered on site Q3 2017. 


• FPL commissioned and energised by Q1 2018.


• FPL Control System delivered by Q3 2017.







Network Equilibrium – What we learned


Inconsistencies in historic SCADA data –


Systematic approach in management of 


network monitoring information is required.


Manual management of network 


information should be minimised.


Production of network 


models using GIS 


information.


Advanced Planning Tool







Network Equilibrium – What we learned


Network model maintenance – critical for 


BAU roll out.


Methodology for running power system 


analysis in large network model.


User engagement at all 


stages is very important 


when developing a new 


tool.


Advanced Planning Tool







Network Equilibrium – What we learned


Methodology for mapping SVO network 


model to Analogues collected by NMS 


important during model development.


Knowledge on ICCP links.


Involvement of different 


parts of the business very 


important for successful 


delivery.


System Voltage Optimisation







Network Equilibrium – What we learned


Extracting a part of the 11kV network is 


challenging – high interconnectivity.


Synchronisation of SVO with NMS –


coordinated model updates necessary.


Existing relays need 


replacement for fine 


voltage control.


System Voltage Optimisation







Network Equilibrium – What we learned


More advanced planning tools are required 


for FPL site selection.


Space availability usually limited at 


existing substations.


External Control System is 


proposed for the FPL 


device at 33 and 11kV.


Flexible Power Link







Summary


• Network Equilibrium is one of the projects forming our 


innovation strategy.


• Network Equilibrium – Aims to improve network power flows, 


voltage profiles and develop new planning tools.


To facilitate the integration of more LCTs in our network.


• The project consists of 3 techniques.







Summary


• VLA – Could we widen the voltage limits to release network 


capacity?


Study complete. Suggestions provided for statutory 


voltage and step change limit amendments in 33kV and 


11kV networks. Further consultation to consider other 


parts of the UK  and regulatory aspects.


No knowledge on rationale behind existing limits. 


Statutory voltage limits constrain network capacity.







Summary


• APT – Planning tool with advanced functionalities.


Existing planning tools only consider very conservative 


scenarios.
APT will provide better understanding of real network 


operation and will support:


1. Analysis using historic time-series information.


2. Analysis using typical demand and generation 


profiles.


3. Short-term forecasting of demand and generation 


using weather data.


4. Modelling and planning of SVO and FPL.


5. Evaluation of network capacity.







Summary


• APT – Planning tool with advanced functionalities.


Development of the tool is in progress.


Current version includes plugin modelling and analysis 


using typical and forecasted demand and generation. 


Trial of the tool to commence in Q3 2017. 







Summary


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control.


Existing voltage control systems not suitable for modern 


networks and limit available network capacity.


SVO will adjust the target voltages at 8 BSPs and 8 


Primaries in real time, based on the operating 


conditions.


It will communicate with WPD’s NMS to receive network 


monitoring information and send the optimised target 


voltage settings.







Summary


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control.


Sites selected and site work identified and planned.


Design work in progress.


System to go live by Q4 2017. 







Summary


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 


connecting two independent networks.


New connections limited by both voltage and thermal 


constraints.


FPL will remove network constraints by providing 


voltage support and transferring power to neighbouring 


network with spare capacity.


It will be controlled by an external system that has view 


of the network in real time.







Summary


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 


connecting two independent networks.


Site selected.


Detailed design of FPL in progress.


Contract negotiations for FPL Control System.


FPL commissioned and energised by Q1 2018.


FPL Control System delivered by Q3 2017.
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ABSTRACT 


This paper describes a real-time, centralised voltage 


control system for 33kV and 11kV electricity distribution 


networks, aiming to optimise the network voltages and 


release network capacity by dynamically adjusting the 


previously static target voltage settings of substations’ 


voltage control relays. This paper is based on learning to 


date from Western Power Distribution’s (WPD) Tier-2 


Low Carbon Networks (LCN) Fund [1] project, Network 


Equilibrium. 


INTRODUCTION 


As part of the continuous transformation of the UK’s 
electricity distribution network to a smarter, low carbon 
grid, the amount of low carbon technologies connected to 
the network is rapidly increasing. These include among 
others, electric vehicles, heat pumps and Distributed 
Generation (DG). All of these technologies contribute to 
the reduction of carbon emissions in electricity networks 
and have a significant role to play in meeting one of the 
main targets set to face climate change, the global carbon 
reduction targets.   
 
Ensuring that the electricity distribution network can 
continue to facilitate the connection of low carbon 
technologies is therefore very important to network 
operators. These technologies, however, usually cause an 
increase in the voltage at the point of connection, 
meaning that the amount of connections that can be 
supported by the existing network depends on the 
headroom available before the upper statutory voltage 
limit [2] is reached. This headroom is further limited by 
the traditional voltage control methodology which, 
historically, has kept the voltage statically high. 
 
This paper describes a real-time, centralised voltage 
control system for 11kV and 33kV electricity distribution 
networks, which aims to release network capacity and 
overcome the constraints imposed by traditional voltage 
control systems. The design, planning and 
implementation strategy of the System Voltage 
Optimisation (SVO) technology is presented. The 
centralised approach chosen is explained and the system 
architecture is demonstrated in detail. The methodology 
developed for the substation selection and the power 
system studies performed in the process are also 
discussed. 


BACKGROUND 


Currently, Automatic Voltage Control (AVC) relays 


instruct On Load Tap Changers (OLTCs) to maintain the 


voltage at the substation close to a fixed, pre-determined 


value. This static target voltage value has been 


historically set as high as possible, ensuring that remote 


parts of the network remain within statutory limits under 


the worst case condition of maximum demand. Although 


this traditional voltage control philosophy is suitable for 


demand dominated networks, it can be restrictive in 


modern electricity distribution networks with a high 


penetration of embedded generation. The amount of 


generation that can be connected to the network, for 


example, is often limited by the voltage rise at the point 


of connection and the headroom available before the 


upper statutory voltage limit is reached. Therefore, the 


existing voltage control philosophy of statically 


maintaining the network voltage as high as possible 


imposes constraints on the generation capacity of the 


network. This is shown in Figure 1, where the connection 


of the new generator is not possible as it would cause the 


network voltage to exceed the statutory limit of 1.06 per  


unit. 


 


From Figure 1, it is also clear that lowering the static 


target voltage at the substation during times of high 


generation can increase the capacity of the network and 


allow more generation to connect. Therefore, a voltage 


control system that adjusts the target voltage at the 


substations based on the real-time network operating 
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Figure 1 – Impact of new generator on network voltage 
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conditions could overcome the restrictions imposed by 


traditional voltage control systems and enable better 


usage of the network capacity. 


 


This is exactly what Western Power Distribution’s 


(WPD)  SVO technology aims to achieve. SVO is a real 


time, centralised voltage control system for 33kV and 


11kV electricity distribution networks. As part of the 


UK’s Low Carbon Networks Fund, WPD is delivering a 


Tier 2 project, Network Equilibrium [1], which involves 


the development and trial of SVO. 


 


The SVO system will be implemented using Siemens’ 


Spectrum Power 5 technology [3] and control the target 


voltage settings of the AVC relays at eight 132/33kV and 


eight 33/11kV substations in South West England. 


THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


SVO will receive network monitoring information from 


WPD’s Network Management System (NMS), to assess 


the state of the network. Following the state estimation, 


optimised target voltage settings will be calculated and 


sent to WPD’s NMS, to be forwarded to the substations’ 


AVC relays through the existing communications 


infrastructure. The system architecture is demonstrated in 


Figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2 - SVO System Architecture 


DESIGN STRATEGY 


The centralised architecture formed the core of the design 


of this dynamic voltage control system. A number of 


factors were taken into account when deciding between a 


distributed system structure and the chosen centralised 


system. 


 


The increased penetration of generation in the 


distribution network is causing complex, bi-directional 


power flows. These power flows are often unpredictable 


due to the intermittent nature of most DG connected to 


the network. To be able to calculate the optimised target 


voltage settings in real-time, it is necessary to know 


exactly how the network is operating in that moment in 


time. To enable this dynamic network state estimation, 


the system needs to have overall visibility of every node 


in the network. The easiest way to achieve this is by 


interfacing SVO with the existing NMS which already 


receives all the real-time network information, thus 


implementing a centralised approach. 


 


From an operational point of view, having a centralised 


voltage control system that interfaces with the NMS is 


favourable for the Control engineers who operate the 


network through the Distribution Network Operator’s 


(DNO) existing NMS. This is because a centralised 


approach provides more information on its operation, 


allows easier access and greater control over the system.  


 


The interface between the WPD’s NMS and the dynamic 


voltage control system is implemented using the Inter-


Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP). 


 


To be able to estimate the power flows and voltages in 


the network, SVO uses the real-time network information 


it receives from the NMS over ICCP. This information 


includes analogue measurements at key network points of 


current, voltage, power, status of circuit breakers and 


transformer tap position indicators. It then imports all this 


information to the electrical model of the network and 


performs power flow calculations to estimate all 


remaining power flows and voltages. 


 


A key part of the design process was mapping all the 


existing monitoring information to the SVO network 


model to enable the successful import of the real-time 


information to the system. This mapping then formed the 


ICCP Bilateral Table and is demonstrated in Figure 3, 


where a specific monitoring point has the unique 


identifier “X” within the NMS and is mapped to ICCP ID 


1 which corresponds to component “Y” within the SVO 


model. 


 


 
Figure 3 - Mapping of monitoring information to SVO 


model 
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PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 


STRATEGY 


Site Selection 


 


Selection Methodology Overview 


In the trial area of Network Equilibrium there are 28 Bulk 


Supply Points (BSP) and around 200 Primary substations, 


out of which only eight of each were to be selected for 


the trials of SVO.The criteria used when selecting the 


sites were: 


1. Amount of embedded generation connected to 


each substation’s network; 


2. Window of available target voltage amendment; 


3. Existing AVC capability; 


4. Site Condition; 


5. Connected customer impact; and 


6. Customer connection activity. 


 


Initially, 12 BSPs and 10 Primaries were selected out of 


the 228 sites. This involved performing power system 


analysis to identify the BSPs that have the highest 


number of voltage constraints and would therefore 


benefit the most from SVO. The Primary substations 


supplied by those 12 BSPs were then investigated to 


shortlist those with the largest amount of embedded 


generation connected to their networks; these would be 


most likely to have the least headroom for generation and 


greatest need for optimisation. 


 


The next stage of the site selection involved splitting the 


12 BSPs and 10 Primaries into four categories based on 


the window of available target voltage amendment and 


then scoring based on Criteria 1-5. 


 


Substation Categorisation 


In the selection of the final eight BSPs and eight 


Primaries, the main aim was to ensure a diverse 


representation of the entire network to enable robust 


conclusions be made on the implementation of SVO as 


Business As Usual (BAU). To achieve this, a 


combination of substations with different characteristics 


was required.  


 


For this reason, four categories of BSP substations and 


two categories of Primary substations to be included in 


the trials were identified each offering a different type of 


learning.  


 


The BSP substation categories were determined based on 


the window available for target voltage adjustment and 


are demonstrated in Table 1. 


 


In order to understand in which category each of the 12 


BSPs belonged, the networks were analysed using 


Siemens Power System Simulator for Engineering 


(PSS/E). 


Table 1 - BSP Categories 


Category 
Name 


Description 


Static Vs Dynamic 
Voltage control 


settings 


Category 
A 


Substations with significant target 


voltage modification capability. 
Changing the voltage control 


settings at these sites is expected 


to be easily achievable, ensuring 
the full testing of the SVO 


solution. 


With existing 


planning tools, static 
changes to AVC 


settings are possible. 


Category 


B 


Substations with good target 


voltage modification capability. 
Changing the voltage control 


settings at these sites is expected 


to be achievable for the majority 
of time. 


With existing 
planning tools, small 


static changes to 


AVC settings are 


possible. 


Category 
C 


Substations with limited target 
voltage modification capability. 


Changing the voltage control 
settings at these sites is expected 


to be achievable but challenging 


at certain times. 


With existing 


planning tools, static 
AVC setting changes 


of very small 
magnitude are 


theoretically possible 


but practically 
unrealistic. 


Category 
D 


Substations with very limited 


target voltage modification 
capability. Changing the voltage 


control settings at these sites is 


expected to be challenging for the 
majority of time. 


With existing 


planning tools, static 
AVC setting changes 


are not possible 


making dynamic 
voltage control 


through SVO the only 


solution to release 
network capacity. 


 


This analysis quantified the worst case target voltage 


reduction that could be applied at each BSP without 


violating the statutory voltage limits of ±6% and ensuring 


that no restrictions were imposed on the traditional 


voltage control of the surrounding transformers.  


 


It involved simulating the network in the most restrictive 


operational conditions (minimum generation and 


maximum demand) and calculating the worst case target 


voltage reduction (VTreduction) using: 


 


𝑉𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 0.94     (1)  


 


where Vmin is the minimum voltage on the BSP network 


and 0.94 is the lower statutory voltage limit expressed in 


the per unit system.  


 


Therefore, VTreduction shows by how much the voltage 


in the 33kV network could be reduced before the voltage 


at any network node reaches the minimum statutory limit. 


The network voltages are reduced by amending the target 


voltage at the BSP, hence VTreduction indicates the 


reduction in target voltage that can be applied at the BSP 


while maintaining all network voltages within statutory 


limits. 
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To ensure that no restrictions were imposed on the 


traditional voltage control of the surrounding 


transformers when the calculated target voltage reduction 


was applied, the tap positions of all transformers were 


calculated. A check was then made to ensure that the 


current tap position was at least three steps away from the 


top/bottom tap. This confirmed that there was enough 


room available for the traditional voltage control to be 


able to regulate the voltage to the target value. 


 


In the selection of the final eight Primaries, the 


substations were separated into categories following a 


similar procedure as for the BSPs. However, due to the 


lack of load monitoring data available for the 11kV 


networks fed by the Primary substations, certain 


inaccuracies were introduced to the modelling. For this 


reason, the Primary substations have been split to only 


two categories as shown in Table 2. 


 
Table 2 - Primary substation categories 


Category 
Name 


Description 
Static Vs Dynamic 


Voltage control 
settings 


Category 1 


Substations with good target 


voltage modification capability. 
Changing the voltage control 


settings at these sites is 


expected to be achievable, 
ensuring the full testing of the 


SVO solution. 


With existing 
planning tools some 


static changes to 


AVC settings are 
possible. 


Category 2 
Substations with challenging 
target voltage modification. 


With existing 
planning tools, static 


changes to AVC 
settings are not 


possible. 


 


Substation Scoring 


With the BSPs and Primaries categorised into groups 


dependent on the voltage reduction that could be 


achieved, a method was developed to score each 


substation to determine which should be selected for the 


SVO implementation. Table 3 below shows the four areas 


that each substation was scored against along with the 


weighting of each area. 


 
Table 3 – Selection Criteria and Weightings 


Area Weighting 


Existing AVC capability 50% 


Site Condition 30% 


Connected customer impact 10% 


Customer connection activity 10% 


 


The existing AVC capability corresponds to the 


capability of the existing AVC equipment at each 


substation. Substations that have already been equipped 


with modern AVC relays that can be easily adapted for 


SVO will be more cost effective and involve less risk 


compared to sites that require AVC relays to be replaced.  


 


The site condition represents the condition of the 


substation where SVO is to be implemented as it can 


have a major impact on the success of the trial. Where a 


substation has equipment that is in poor condition it may 


generally require more regular maintenance intervals and 


experience more frequent electrical and mechanical 


problems. 


 


Implementing SVO is likely to result in voltage profiles 


varying more than compared with the current static AVC 


set points. Customers that could, potentially, be sensitive 


to voltage variation were considered when deciding 


which sites to select for SVO, corresponding to the 


connected customer impact criterion. 


 


Finally, the customer connection activity was considered 


since by implementing SVO in areas that have high levels 


of customer connection activity, the benefits are more 


likely to be realised during the project lifetime. 


 


After the scoring was complete, the two best performing 


BSPs were chosen from each BSP Category leaving one 


BSP as a backup option in each Category. The four best 


performing Primaries were also chosen from the two 


Primary Categories, leaving one Primary in each 


Category as a backup option. 


 


Network model creation 


The SVO network model was created by extracting the 


required area from an existing power system model 


which was generated using information from WPD’s 


Geographical Information System (GIS). To ensure that 


the performance of the system would not be 


compromised, the aim was to keep the network model as 


small as possible. 


 


The challenging task was defining the areas that would 


need to be extracted from the full model. In order for 


SVO to do all the appropriate calculations to find the 


optimal voltage set point for the substation it is 


controlling, the entire feeders fed by the substation need 


to be represented as a minimum and the model end points 


need to be defined. 


 


Figure 4 shows the 33kV feeder fed by the BSP that will 


be controlled by SVO with a Normal Open Point (NOP) 


in the middle, separating the SVO BSP feeder from the 


feeder that is normally fed by BSP 2. Case b in Figure 4 


also demonstrates that if the network is modelled only up 


to the NOP of the SVO BSP feeder, then in the case of 


network re-configuration where the NOP moves to a 


different location, SVO will not be able to assess the state 


of the network accurately as it will not have the full 


network now fed by the SVO BSP in its model. 
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Figure 4 – Establishing the model end points for operation 


in both normal and abnormal conditions 


Therefore, to ensure that SVO can work in both normal 


and abnormal conditions, in the example of Figure 4, it 


would be necessary to also model the feeder of the 


neighbouring substation, BSP 2. In general, the feeders of 


all neighbours of the SVO controlled substations would 


need to be modelled. It is important to note that in order 


to keep the network size as small as possible, only the 


first NOP was considered, therefore any feeders beyond 


the second NOP, shown in Figure 5, were not modelled. 


The SVO operation would be affected only when both 


NOP1 and NOP2 move, and in that case SVO would stop 


optimising and the voltage control settings would revert 


to the traditional settings. However, as that event is 


unlikely to take place often, its effect in the trials is 


expected to be negligible.  


 


 
Figure 5 - Network beyond NOP2. 


The next step in the creation of the SVO network model, 


was finding the neighbours of the SVO substations that 


would need to be included in the model. In the 11kV 


network specifically, this is incredibly challenging due to 


the complex interconnectivity of the network. 


 


Therefore, to be able to establish the most appropriate 


model boundaries efficiently, a detailed network 


connectivity investigation study was undertaken. As part 


of this work, a spreadsheet was extracted from the NMS 


that listed all switches connected to the feeders of each 


substation up to the first NOP. A python script was then 


created to analyse this data. Finding which substations 


each SVO controlled substation has common switches 


with means its immediate neighbours were identified. 


This is demonstrated in Figure 4, where NOP1 is the 


common switch between the SVO substation and one of 


its neighbours, BSP2. 


 


This network connectivity analysis, provided the list of 


substations and their feeders that had to be included in the 


SVO model. 


CONCLUSIONS 


SVO, the real-time voltage control system being 


developed could overcome the constraints imposed by 


traditional voltage control methodologies and release 


previously unused network capacity. This paper 


described the design, planning and implementation 


strategy of SVO. The system has been designed based on 


a centralised architecture to ensure it can efficiently 


communicate with the NMS to have full visibility of the 


network operation. The system will be implemented at 


eight BSPs and eight Primary substations in South West 


England. To ensure that valuable information is collected 


from the trials to support the possible future 


implementation of the technology as Business As Usual 


(BAU), the site selection aimed to ensure that substations 


of different characteristics are utilised within the trials. 


As part of this, a significant number of power system 


studies were performed to calculate the available window 


for target voltage amendment at each candidate site and 


investigations on each site’s AVC capability, condition 


and connected customers were completed. After selecting 


the sites, a detailed scripted connectivity investigation 


was performed to specify the substations and feeders that 


had to be included in the SVO network model. 


NEXT STEPS  


The trials of SVO will provide valuable information on 


its true operation, enabling evaluation of the benefits of 


the technology and make recommendations on the 


voltage control system that should be implemented as 


BAU. Among other data, the target voltage amendments 


the system will perform will be captured and their effect 


modelled in power system analysis software to evaluate 


the network capacity when using SVO. Similar power 


system studies will be performed by setting the voltage 


control settings to the conventional values and evaluating 


the network capacity for the trial period of SVO. The two 


sets of results will then be compared to calculate the 


change in network capacity with the usage of SVO during 


the trial period, evaluating the benefits of the technology. 
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ABSTRACT 


In the UK, Western Power Distribution (WPD) will be 


trialling a “Flexible Power Link” (FPL) as part of the 


Ofgem-funded Low Carbon Networks (LCN) Fund 


project, Network Equilibrium. The FPL is a power 


electronic AC-DC-AC device that allows for bi-


directional transfer of real power and independent 


control of reactive power at each side. The trial device 
will be sited in WPD’s network in the south west of the 


UK, allowing the interconnection of two separate areas 


of the network that could not normally be interconnected 


with AC only. This will allow for the balancing of power 


flows and management of voltages in the networks, 


enabling increased network utilisation and the 


integration of new loads and generation. 


 


This paper introduces the FPL concept and provides 


details of the method and results of a study used to 


understand the FPL’s impact on the network, in 
particular its operational ranges of real power, reactive 


power, and voltage control set points. 


INTRODUCTION 


Historic and regional network design in the UK has the 


consequence that distinct areas of distribution networks 


must, in all circumstances, remain split (no flow of 


electrical current) due to issues such as phase rotation, 


fault level, or earthing arrangements. Network design, 


coupled with changes in demand and the uptake of low 
carbon technologies (LCTs) such as solar PV and wind 


generation, is resulting in voltage, power or current 


related barriers to further utilisation of existing networks. 


 


WPD has received funding through Ofgem’s LCN Fund 


for the Network Equilibrium project [1], which is trialling 


a number of methods to improve network utilisation. 


Among these methods is the installation of an FPL, which 


is a power electronic device (AC-DC-AC) that will allow 


two distinct areas of network to interconnect at 33 kV. As 


shown in Figure 1, the FPL device is to be sited at a 


normally open point (NOP) between the two areas, and 
allows the transfer of real power (Pt, in MW) between the 


areas, such as for the transfer of generation power to a 


heavily loaded network or vice-versa. The FPL can also 


export or import reactive power (Q1 and Q2, in MVAr) 


independently on each side, allowing it to have a positive 


effect on network voltage. 


 
 


Figure 1 – Illustrative schematic of the FPL concept 


 
Figure 2 – Visualisation of the operational envelope 


concept for the FPL 
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FPL OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE 


In this paper, the “operational envelope” of the FPL 
refers to the range of real and reactive power values 


within which the FPL can operate. A candidate 


operational envelope of ±20 MW (Pt, with positive 


transfer being defined in the direction from FPL End 1 to 


End 2) and ±5 MVAr (for both Q1 and Q2, with positive 


flow indicating export of reactive power) was used as an 


input for this study, which was then refined based on the 


results (as described in “Results & Analysis” section). 


The operational envelope can be visualised in three 


dimensions, as shown in the top half of Figure 2. 


MODELS 


The network in the vicinity of the proposed FPL location 


was modelled for this study, including the areas of 33 kV 


and 132 kV networks upstream of both ends of the FPL, 


and the in-feeding 275 kV and 400 kV transmission 


network that is common to the upstream networks on 


both sides of the FPL. 


 


The FPL is to be located at WPD’s Exebridge 33/11 kV 


substation, which was considered to be FPL End 1 for 


this study. The 33 kV network upstream of FPL End 1 
consists of a radial overhead line circuit, which is fed by 


Taunton 132/33 kV substation. 


 


FPL End 2, while located at Exebridge 33/11 kV 


substation, is on the other side of the NOP and is 


connected to WPD’s South Molton 33/11 kV substation 


via a 21.5 km overhead line circuit. South Molton, in 


turn, is connected into a 33 kV network with a ring 


topology, which is fed by Barnstaple 132/33 kV 


substation. 


 
The 33 kV networks on both sides of the FPL include 


33/11 kV substations, which were modelled as lumped 


equivalents, and embedded generation (such as solar PV 


farms), which were included in the model. 


 


Each end of the FPL was modelled as a universal 


machine with the real power of one end being the inverse 


of the other, in order to simulate real power transfer 


across the link without losses. Reactive power was 


independently settable for each end. 


STUDY METHOD 


The intention of the study was to determine the allowable 


operational envelope of the FPL, considering steady-state 


conditions and network limitations. The study and 


analysis comprised the following main stages: 


1. Load flow studies were performed to sample a 


number of operating points within the candidate 


operational envelope. 


2. Analysis of the study results to determine the 


allowable Pt range. 


3. Analysis of the study results to determine the 


minimum Q1 and Q2 requirements across the 


range of Pt values. 


4. Further load flow studies across the allowable Pt 


range of the FPL with each FPL end operating in 
voltage control mode, in order to determine 


potential voltage control set points (V1 and V2). 


Study Process 


 
Figure 3 – Flow chart of load flow study process 
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Figure 3 shows the process used during stage 1 of the 
study. The process loops through all the sampled 


operating (op.) points in the candidate operational 


envelope, sets the appropriate real and reactive power at 


either end of the FPL, executes a load flow, and records 
results if the load flow converges. The results recorded 


are node voltages, branch loading (in kA at both ends) 


and transformer loading (MW and MVAr at each end). 


Following the load flow, a voltage step study is executed 


by locking transformer taps, switching out the FPL, 


executing the load flow, and then recording results 


(change of node voltages) if the load flow converges. 


 


This process is repeated with different network states, 


which represented: 


1. Network configuration: either the intact or one 
of six contingencies. The contingencies 


comprised network switching and single 


transformer outages upstream of FPL End 1 


(contingencies 1A and 1B) and upstream of FPL 


End 2 (contingencies 2A, 2B, 2C, and 2D). 


2. Loading scenario: either maximum demand 


(with minimum generation), or minimum 


demand (with maximum generation). 


 


Therefore, 12 distinct network states were simulated in 


the study. Furthermore, for each state, operating points 


within the candidate operating envelope were sampled at 
unit intervals (1 MW steps for Pt and 1 MVAr steps for 


Q1 and Q2), as shown in Figure 2. In total, 


41x11x11=4961 operating points were sampled per 


network configuration. 


 


Stage 4 of the study followed a similar process to stage 1, 


but voltage control set points at each end (V1,V2) were 


sampled instead of reactive power set points (Q1, Q2). 


 


Power system modelling and analysis was achieved using 


the IPSA software application [2]. The study process was 
automated using scripts written in the Python language 


[3] to control IPSA, record study results, and also to 


perform post-processing, analysis and visualisation. 


Network Limitations 


The following network limitations were considered based 


on UK standards and WPD network data [4]: 


1. Steady-state voltage limits: ±10% for 132 kV 


nodes and ±6% for 33 kV nodes. 


2. Voltage step change limits: it was assumed that 


the reliability of the FPL would be such that an 


FPL trip would be an infrequent occurrence, so a 


10% limit was used. 


3. Branch thermal ratings: with “cold” ratings used 


for the maximum demand loading scenario 


(winter), and “hot” ratings used for minimum 
demand (summer). 


4. Transformer thermal ratings: nominal 


continuous ratings were used. 


5. Transformer reverse power flow capabilities: 


this was assumed to be 100% reverse power 


flow capability for all transformers, except for 


one of the three 132/33 kV transformers at 


Taunton on the FPL End 2 side of the FPL, 
which was assumed to have 50% capability. 


RESULTS & ANALYSIS 


Real Power Range (Pt) 


 
Figure 4 – Allowable real power ranges for different 


network configurations and loading scenarios 


Figure 4 is based on the results of stage 1 of the study and 
shows the allowable Pt ranges for the different network 


configurations (intact and contingencies) and loading 


scenarios that lead to satisfactory network conditions. For 


each network configuration and loading scenario, the 


allowable Pt range considers all Q1 and Q2 values 


sampled from the operational envelope for each Pt value. 


For example, for network intact with minimum demand, 


the allowable Pt range is +6 MW to -12 MW. This means 


that for each value of Pt in that range there is at least one 


combination of Q1 and Q2 values that lead to no network 


limits being breached; furthermore, for Pt values outside 


the range (e.g. +7 MW) there are no Q1 and Q2 values 
that lead to satisfactory network conditions. 


 


Figure 4 shows that the contingencies tend to restrict the 


allowable Pt range. Contingencies 1B, 2A, and 2B are 


particularly restrictive – for example, for 2B there is no 


single Pt range that can be used for both the maximum 


and minimum demand scenarios. Those contingencies 


were assumed to be abnormal operating configurations 


for the purposes of this study, for which the FPL would 


operate within restricted Pt ranges or be tripped off. 


 
The green band in Figure 4 shows the allowable Pt range 


of the FPL if the restrictive contingencies (1B, 2A, 2B) 


are not considered, which is +6 MW to -11 MW. 
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Reactive Power Range (Q1 and Q2) 


 


Figure 5 – Visualisation of the allowable reactive power 


operating points 


Figure 5 shows the allowable reactive power operating 
points (Q1 and Q2) across the range of allowable values of 


real power transfer (Pt), considering the intact and 


allowable contingency (A1, B3, B4) network 


configurations. Each dot represents a reactive power 


operating point that leads to satisfactory network 


conditions for all the allowable network configurations 


and for either: (a) the maximum demand scenario, 


(b) minimum demand, or (c) for both loading scenarios. 


Across the Pt operating range, the range of reactive power 


operating points that lead to satisfactory network 


conditions varies in size and location. As could be 


expected, at the reverse real power limit (-11 MW), 


reactive power must be imported at FPL End 1, in order 
to counteract the export of real power, while for FPL 


End 2 reactive power must be exported (+5 MVAr is 


required to satisfy the loading scenarios and network 


configurations considered) to counteract the import of 


reactive power. Towards the forward limit of real power 


transfer, the opposite holds. 


 


Figure 5 also shows that there is no single Q1 and Q2 


operating point that always leads to satisfactory network 


conditions, therefore, reactive power must be controlled 


within the allowable Pt range. Furthermore, the figure 
suggests that a reactive power range of ±5 MVAr would 


be appropriate. 


Voltage Control Set Points 


The stage 4 studies were performed to determine voltage 
control set points that lead to satisfactory network 


conditions, which were similar to the stage 1 studies but 


with the following exceptions: 


1. The allowable Pt range was set to [-11,+6] MW. 


2. Each end of the FPL within the model was set to 


voltage control mode, and the set point varied 


between 0.94 pu and 1.06 pu in 0.01 pu steps. 


The reactive power capability of each end was 


set to [-5,+5] MVAr. 


3. Only the intact configuration and allowable 


contingencies (A1, B3, B4) were studied. 
 


Figure 6 shows the results of the stage 4 studies. Each 


cell in the figure represents all the network states and Pt 


values studied for a particular combination of voltage set 


points for each end of the FPL; for example, the top left 


cell represents the studies performed with a set point of 


0.94 pu used for both ends. The value displayed in a cell 


represents the percentage of studied states and Pt values 


that lead to satisfactory network conditions. For instance, 


the set point of 0.94 pu at both ends leads to satisfactory 


network conditions for only 71% of the studied network 
configurations, loading scenarios, and Pt values studied. 


 


The cells showing 100% in Figure 6 – such as V1=0.95 


and V2=1.05 – indicate voltage set point combinations 


that always lead to satisfactory network conditions across 


the allowable Pt range of [-11,+6] MW, for the network 


configurations and loading scenarios studied. Therefore, 


those voltage set points were recommended for FPL 


operation. 
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Figure 6 – Proportion of studied network Pt values, network configurations and loading scenarios that lead to satisfactory 


network conditions, with different voltage control set points used 


 


OTHER STUDIES 


These studies have focused on determining the 


operational envelope of the FPL so that it does not breach 


the steady-state operating limits of the network (voltage 


and thermal). However, other studies to more fully 


understand the impact of integrating the FPL into the 


network include: 
1. Fault currents. 


2. Transformer in-rush – this is important to 


understand as the proposed FPL device uses 


interface transformers. 


3. Harmonics – depending on the control scheme 


and filtering used for the FPL, the device may 


improve or degrade the harmonic voltages 


within the network. 


4. Dynamics – of particular interest are the 


interactions between the FPL and other control 


systems in the vicinity, such as tap changer 
controllers and generators. 


CONCLUSIONS 


An FPL is a power electronic device that offers to 


balance power flows between distinct – and previously 


isolated – network areas and provide voltage support. 


This will allow for enhanced network utilisation and the 


facilitation of new network demands and LCTs. 


 


This paper has introduced the FPL concept and provided 


background on a trial of an FPL device in WPD’s 
network in the south west of the UK. A study method was 


outlined with example results to determine the 


operational envelope of the FPL, in terms of the real 


power transfer range across the link, the reactive power 


ranges at both ends, and voltage control set points. 


 


The study described in this paper focuses on simulating 


one aspect of FPL prior to the device being installed on 


the network; however, additional studies are 


recommended in order to have a fuller understanding of 


the impact of integrating this new device on the network. 


 


The FPL device being trialled by WPD is to be installed 


and commissioned early 2018, followed by on-network 
operational trials to demonstrate its performance. 
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Distribution systems. 
Think DC and Power 
Electronics
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Contributions by:
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 The debate about whether to use DC or AC in transmission and distribution 
is as old as our industry


 On the transmission side the debate is more or less settled. Transmission 
system planners have all the necessary tools to select the technology


 On the distribution level, the issues are different and even more complex 
than the transmission, because it involves consumers , their patterns and 
habits
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Changing World







 Consumers needs were very well defined in the past, but not any 
more because these days,  consumers can generate their own power 
from renewable sources such as solar, and mini wind. They have 
energy storage devices to serve critical loads


 There is an increase in the consumer house hold goods these days 
that are driven by DC rather than AC


 Consumers are not passive anymore, meaning they want to have a  
say in their choice in how to fulfil their energy needs
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Changing World







 Traditionally utilities generated, transmitted the power and the consumer purchased it from the 
utility directly or through a retailer. This is the traditional consumer. 
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Tradition


Consumer
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Modern consumer
This is why change is needed


The new consumer is now a supplier + consumer







 What is DC distribution
 Some people will say it is LV DC and MV DC. However, there are 


Back-to-Back stations at low voltage DC but connected to the 
transmission level. Therefore a better definition is required


 In SC B4, we believe that MV, or LV DC as it relates to distribution 
should be defined from the AC system side, or is it connected to a 
distribution level voltage


 DC distribution also applies to new approaches in powering small 
communities, shopping malls, mining loads as well as individual 
customer residences achieved by DC technology
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DC in Distribution systems


A1







 The system losses can be reduced if a DC distribution system is utilized.
 The benefits of a DC distribution system can only be achieved if a complete 


system is developed and not by replacing component
 Certainly there is a need to overcome the market traditional thinking of 


using AC.
 The converters and systems designed for distribution, are different from the 


transmission level from the point of view of reliability, and availability 
requirements; control strategy is different ; testing, and economics are also 
different


 The challenges are different and need to be addressed
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DC in Distribution systems benefits and 
issues







Examples of DSO and utility 
initiatives
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As an example of one DSO strategy, the Dutch Energy Network 
Company Alliander and its Distribution System Operator Liander are 
running an innovative programme to investigate, discover and assess 
the potential of DC and more specific of DC-networks for the local 
energy transition. The believe that their 3 million customers should be 
given the possibilities needed and be stimulated to contribute to the 
Energy transition themselves


The new local DC network brings together supply and demand 
without the need for alternating current. With this first public DC 
network, Alliander wants to learn where and in what way a DC 
network can be a supplement to the regular AC-network
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Alliander launched a DC program that considers the following 3 
work streams


1 - Regulations a process has been started to develop a new set 
of regulations fitting for DC, to ensure that this development is 
robust, reliable and consented


2. Customer proposition. In this work stream the advantages of 
DC for the individual customers and for customers as a group 
will be determined and put into policy
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3. Pilot DC projects
Alliander is participating in the following DC-Pilots:
1. DC-Grid Lelystad: Lelystad Airport is being expanded to relieve 
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and become a charter flight airport. Area 
developer OMALA (acting on behalf of the provincial authorities, 
Lelystad and Almere) aims for a sustainable business park
2. The Green Village (TGV), Delft – Co-design and realization of a 
DC-net and DC home installation for a Residential Complex for 
students. TGV is a TU Delft pilot for system innovations. DC is one of 
the 5 focus areas


3. Vreeken, Rijsenhout - Horticultural business Vreeken has had its 
greenhouses converted from AC to DC. Furthermore, a solar park will 
also be installed nearby. A private grid combines the solar park with 
the lighting in the greenhouses. Alliander is monitoring, investigating 
and advising on the grid
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Example of DC distribution for oil platform power supply


13Courtesy of China Southern Power Grid


 One phase of original 35kV AC cable damaged, the other two upgraded to DC


 Two DC circuits can be configured


 Option 1 : Rectifier IGBT, Inverter IGBT, ±10kV/4MW，38.6km


 Option 2 : Rectifier Diode, Inverter IGBT, ±10kV/8MW


Option�1


Option�2�
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2MW�DC-DC�converter


 Expanding transmission power in 10kV distribution network


 4 converter stations,±10kV/2WM‐10MW‐10MW‐20MW, DC cables


 JS‐II and TJ converter: Half bridge MMC with DCB


 JS‐I converter: converter with DC fault blocking


 2MW DC‐DC converter using SiC devices


 Commissioning: end of 2018


Example of DC distribution in Zhuhai China，2018


Courtesy of China Southern Power Grid







Examples of manufacturers 
initiatives
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Back-to-back converters interconnecting MV grid sections


Slid
e 


PT International Nickel Company, 
Indonesia, operates an own industrial grid


– Supplied by own hydro power plant


– Loaded by arc furnace


• Heavy unbalance


• Heavily distorted


• Large reactive power demand


– Surplus of power; wish to transfer it to 
the public grid, but impossible because 
of industrial load.


Solution


2x back‐to‐back converters, 19MW/32MVA


– Interconnecting by AC‐DC‐AC converter


• 11kV public grid with


• 33kV industrial grid


– Balancing the arc furnace load


– Providing sufficient reactive power to 
the industrial grid


Problem statement


Courtesy of ABB







Back-to-back converters interconnecting MV grid sections


Slid
e 


Western Power Distribution WPD (UK 
Distribution System Operator)


– Explores ways to better utilize existing
distribution grid infrastructure


– Better distribute locally generated
power among grid sections


– Provide power flow control


1x back‐to‐back converter, 20MVA (Flexible 
Power Link FPL)


– Interconnecting two 33kV distribution 
grid sections by AC‐DC‐AC converter


• Both sections supplied by different 
grid supply points from transmission 
level


• One grid is generation dominated


• The other one is load dominated


Problem statement


Solution


Source: Western Power Distribution WPD


Courtesy of ABB







Solutions for changing grid conditions
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ALERT! ALERT!


Frequency Stabilization (SVC 
Plus )


Connecting medium voltage grids  Load Flow Control 


Electrical Energy Storage


Courtesy of Siemens







Challenges of grid stability and possible solutions
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Challenge/ Trends


• Increase of renewable energy 
sources and reduction of 
conventional generation


• Reduction of system inertia in future 
grids – frequency instability


• Decreased reactive power control 
capability (AVR’s) – voltage instability


Frequency Stabilizer (SVC PLUS FS)


Load Flow Control (MVDC PLUS)







Challenges of grid connections and possible solutions
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Challenge/ Trends


• Increased power infeed on medium‐
voltage and low voltage grids


• Change of power flow in distribution 
systems


• Reduction of CO2 footprints requires 
alternative solutions


Modular electrical energy storage 


Controlled bi‐directional power transfer


Connection of asynchronous entities







 It is evident that modern distribution systems will need 
more control of power flows


 Some of the devices can be developed from 
technologies already available in the transmission sector


 Some other devices need to be developed from the 
ground up


 Some devices are already applied such as Distribution 
STATCOMs, Distribution series compensation, UPFC and 
obviously LV and MV DC


 TB 280 published by SC B4 in 2005 summarized many 
of the applications of DC and FACTS in distribution
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Conclusions
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Thank You
On Behalf of SC B4
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System Design ‐ Technology


FPL Functional Specification FPL Operational Window







System Design ‐ Technology


ABB FPL Design







System Design ‐ Technology


FPL SLD
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System Design ‐ Network







System Design ‐ Network







Installation







Installation







Performance







Conclusions
 MVDC device suitable for installation in to existing AC system
 Protection of the device and wider system is a key consideration
 Centralised control of device is critical to optimised operation
 Solution is very bespoke and needs to be considered carefully against 


alternatives
 Operation of the device has been robust and reliable
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The need for MVDC
 Connection of variable generation 


 Intermittent network issues
 Traditional solutions are no longer 


appropriate
 New solutions required that can 


facilitate off‐line build
 Solutions that can provide solutions to 


the interconnection of AC systems
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System Design ‐ Technology


FPL Functional Specification FPL Operational Window







System Design ‐ Technology


ABB FPL Design







System Design ‐ Technology


FPL SLD
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System Design ‐ Network







System Design ‐ Network







Installation







Installation







Performance







Conclusions
 MVDC device suitable for installation in to existing AC system
 Protection of the device and wider system is a key consideration
 Centralised control of device is critical to optimised operation
 Solution is very bespoke and needs to be considered carefully against 


alternatives
 Operation of the device has been robust and reliable
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Case Study – Flexible Power Link


• Technology Overview


• Safety considerations and designing out risk


• Document to drive and support safety







Flexible Power Link
What is the problem we want to solve?


Thermal and voltage constraints preventing network connections







Flexible Power Link


Thermal and voltage constraints removed by FPL







Flexible Power Link


• Back‐to‐back voltage source converter manufactured by ABB


• Interconnecting two different Grid Groups


• Connected across a 33 kV Normal Open Point


QQ


Flexible Power Link operation







First of a Kind


• Utilising Medium Voltage DC on our Distribution Network


• Use of HV Filters to mitigate Harmonic Issues


• Two Transformers installed in One Tank







Key Safety Considerations


• MVDC
• Access to DC components
• Testing the system is not live (dead)


• HV Filters
• Magnetic Fields
• Exposed 33kV components


• Single Tank Transformers
• Operational Processes







Methods to Ensure Safe Operation and Installation


DesignDesign
•Removal of 
hazard / risk 
in design


BuildBuild
•Additional 
measures 
employed


OperationOperation
• Documentation 
and Services to 
support 
operation







Design


• Functional Specification included within contract







Design


• Removal of unnecessary innovation
• Standardised components on transformers used







Design


• Ensure no access to DC components unless earthed







Design


• Filters raised to 2.4m for EMFs and clearances







Build


• Additional protection employed to disconnect FPL for all credible 
scenarios







Build


• Additional switchgear installed for operational reliability







Build


• FPL enclosure created to limit access







Operation


• Manufacturer lead training for all operational staff 


• Specialist service contracts for maintenance activities


• Castell Interlocking to restrict access


• Approved proving stick 


• Extensive signage for clarity







Documentation







Documentation
• Created a suite of policy documents FPL technology


– Engineering Specification


– Application and Connection Guide


– Inspection and Maintenance 


– Operations and Control







Implementation


Documentation


Training


Optimised, safety, 
operation and 
utilisation of 


system


Feedback from 
operational 
experience







Benefits


One Engineer 
with all 
knowledge


Several Engineers 
with knowledge


Documentation 
to operate and 
manage device


Documentation 
supported by 
training


Innovation


BAU


Safety
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Western Power Distribution 


• Distribution Network Operator (DNO) for 
Midlands, South West and Wales. 


• Responsible for operating and maintaining the 
electricity distribution network. 


• DNO covering the largest geographical area in 
the UK. 


• 7.8 million customers. 
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What is the problem? 


  
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Current electricity 
infrastructure is passive. 


Designed and planned 
for demand dominated 
networks.  


Power flows from 
centralised generation to 
demand  down in the 
network. 


Figure 1 – Traditional network 
flows 







What is the problem? 


  
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Networks no longer 
demand dominated. 


Complex, bi-directional 
power flows. 


Network conditions 
change significantly in 
real time. 


Figure 2 – New network flows 







What is the problem? 


  
We need to  


Find ways of 
controlling  these 
complex power 


flows. 


Change the ways 
we plan and 
design our 
networks. 


Make the most of 
existing network 


capacity and 
assets. 







Network Equilibrium – An Overview 


  
 


• £13 million Tier 2 project 
 


• Project area: Part of WPD’s 
South West Network. 
 


• Started in March 2015, 
finishes June 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Figure 3:  Network Equilibrium Project area 
 







Network Equilibrium – Project Objectives 


  Control and 
balance the 


network power 
flows. 


Optimise the 
voltage 
profiles. 


Improve 
network 


planning using 
advanced tools. 


To release network capacity and allow more Low 
Carbon Technologies  to connect 







Network Equilibrium – The Techniques 


  
1. EVA 


 


Enhanced 
Voltage 


Assessment 


2. SVO 
 


System Voltage 
Optimisation 


3. FPL 
 


Flexible Power 
Link 


• Part 1: Advanced 
Planning Tool – better 
network planning. 


• Part 2: Investigation 
into potential 
amendment of 
statutory voltage limits. 


• Centralised, real-
time Voltage 
Control system in 
33kV and 11kV 
networks. 


  


• Back-to-back 
voltage source 
converter installed 
between two 
previously 
unconnected Bulk 
Supply Points. 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


What is the problem we want to solve? 
 


 


Traditional Voltage Control 
philosophy 


 • Relays at substations Control 
On Load Tap Changers. 


• Keep voltage at substation 
close to pre-determined 
value. 


• This target voltage value 
historically set high. 


• Suitable for demand 
dominated networks. 


 


Figure 4: Traditional and amended voltage 
profiles 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


What is the problem we want to solve? 
 


 


Traditional Voltage Control 
philosophy 


 • Restrictive in modern 
networks. 


 


                


               
Limits available network 
capacity! 


 


               


Figure 4: Traditional and amended voltage 
profiles 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Dynamically adjust the previously static target voltage at the 
substation based on real-time operating conditions. 


Figure 5: System Voltage Optimisation operation 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Figure 6: System Voltage Optimisation Architecture 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Work completed – Lessons learnt 
 


 
• Completing design phase/Preparing for technology trials. 


 
• Selected the 16 substations in WPD’s South West network. 


 
• Completed the designs for the AVC relay replacements. 


 
• Designed integration of SP5 with existing NMS. 


 
• WPD’S IT, NMS  and Engineering Design teams involved in 


design process. 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Work completed – Lessons learnt 
 


 
• Lack of full electrical network models in NMS creates 


challenges. 
 


• Good quality monitored network data – crucial for smart 
technologies. 
 


• Link of network measurements to electrical models is 
essential for real-time control and requires an automated 
approach. 
 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Work completed – Lessons learnt 
 


 
• Communications systems need to be able to cope with large 


amounts of data points being updated frequently.  
 


• Existing AVC relays can be modified for usage in intelligent 
voltage control systems. 
 
 


• Interconnecting NMS with external control systems over 
ICCP offers valuable knowledge, skills and experience to a 
DNO. 
 
 







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation 


Next Steps 
 


 
 


• Testing and commissioning of system complete by Q1 2018. 
 


• System live Q1 2018. 
 


• Trials commence Q1 2018. 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


What is the problem we want to solve? 
 


 


Figure 7: Thermal and voltage constraints preventing network 
connections. 


 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


Figure 8: Thermal and voltage constraints removed by FPL. 
 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


• Back-to-back voltage source converter manufactured by ABB. 


 


• Interconnecting two different Grid Groups. 


 


• Connected across a 33 kV Normal Open Point. 


 


 


Q Q 


Figure 9: Flexible Power Link operation 
 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


• External Control System developed independently by Nortech. 


 


 


Figure 10: FPL Control System Architecture 
 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


Work Completed – Lessons Learnt 
 


 • Finalising design of device and Control System  
 


• Selected the site. 
 
• Working with WPD’s Engineering Design, Primary System 


Design and Projects teams on system integration design 
work. 


 
 
 
 
 
 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


Work Completed – Lessons Learnt 
 


 • Important for DNOs to gain more knowledge on the 
frequency and magnitude of real-time network operation 
changes. 
 


• Dynamic power flow and voltage control systems need to be 
coordinated with existing network control technologies. 
 


• Having a real-time view of the network’s power flows and 
voltages will be necessary in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link 


Next Steps 
 


 
 


• FPL delivered on site Q3 2017.  
 


• FPL commissioned and energised by Q1 2018. 
 


• FPL Control System delivered by Q3 2017. 
 


• Trials commence Q1/Q2 2018. 
 
 
 
 
 







Summary 


• Networks are now very different than for the purposes they 
have been designed. 


 


• We need to change the ways we control, design and manage 
our electricity distribution networks. 


 


• That’s why we have an Innovation Strategy, which includes 
among other projects Network Equilibrium. 







Summary 


 


•  Network Equilibrium – Aims to improve network power flows, 
voltage profiles and develop new planning tools. 


               


  To facilitate the integration of more LCTs in our network. 


 







Summary 


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Existing voltage control systems not suitable for modern 
networks and limit available network capacity. 


SVO will adjust the target voltages at 8 BSPs and 8 
Primaries in real time, based on the operating 
conditions. 


It will communicate with WPD’s NMS to receive network 
monitoring information and send the optimised target 
voltage settings. 


 







Summary 


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


It will offer the knowledge and skills required  to 
integrate existing NMS with external control systems. 


It will evaluate the accuracy of network monitoring data 
required in real-time control systems. 


 
Could play an important role in the way DNOs manage 
voltage in electricity distribution networks. 


 







Summary 


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 
connecting two independent networks. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


New connections limited by both voltage and thermal 
constraints. 


FPL will remove network constraints by providing 
voltage support and transferring power to neighbouring 
network with spare capacity. 


It will be controlled by an external system that has view 
of the network in real time. 


 







Summary 


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 
connecting two independent networks. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


It will provide knowledge on integrating power 
electronic devices in electricity distribution networks to 
control power flows. 


Real-time assessment of the network operation will 
enable DNOs to understand the frequency and 
magnitude of changes in the network state. 


Could enable more flexible generation connections in 
the network. 


 







Network Equilibrium 


Improve the network voltages. 


Control the network power flows. 


Understand and plan 
networks better. 


To make the most of existing network and enable more Low 
Carbon Technologies to connect. 
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OPEN LV


Customers


• New connections
• Upgrades
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• Self Serve
• Products/Service
• Tariffs
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Operations
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What is the problem?


Current electricity 


infrastructure is passive.


Designed and planned 


for demand dominated 


networks. 


Power flows from 


centralised generation to 


demand  down in the 


network.
Figure 1 – Traditional network 


flows







What is the problem?


Networks no longer 


demand dominated.


Complex, bi-directional 


power flows.


Network conditions 


change significantly in 


real time.
Figure 2 – New network flows







What is the problem?


We need to 


Find ways of 


controlling  these 


complex power 


flows.


Change the ways 


we plan and 


design our 


networks.
Make the most of 


existing network 


capacity and 


assets.







Network Equilibrium – An Overview


• £13 million Tier 2 project


• Project area: Part of WPD’s 


South West Network.


• Started in March 2015, 


finishes June 2019.


Figure 3:  Network Equilibrium Project area







Network Equilibrium – Project Objectives


Control and 


balance the 


network power 


flows.
Optimise the 


voltage 


profiles.


Improve 


network 


planning using 


advanced tools.


To release network capacity and allow more Low 


Carbon Technologies  to connect







Network Equilibrium – The Techniques


1. EVA


Enhanced 


Voltage 


Assessment


2. SVO


System Voltage 


Optimisation


3. FPL


Flexible Power 


Link


• Part 1: Advanced 


Planning Tool – better 


network planning.


• Part 2: Investigation 


into potential 


amendment of 


statutory voltage limits.


• Centralised, real-


time Voltage 


Control system in 


33kV and 11kV 


networks.


• Back-to-back 


voltage source 


converter installed 


between two 


previously 


unconnected Bulk 


Supply Points.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


What is the problem we want to solve?


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


• Current planning procedures based on 


worst case scenarios.


These might never occur – Underestimated 


network capacity!


• Different tools used for the 11kV network and different 


tools for the upper voltage levels.


Unable to see operation of entire network.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Better visibility of all 


voltage levels.


• Analysis using:


1. Historic time-series 


SCADA data.


2. Typical profiles.


3. 48-hour forecast 


profiles.


• Users: Design Engineers, 


Control Engineers, 


Outage planners.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Figure 4: APT Screenshot







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Evaluation of network 


capacity.


• Easy identification of 


constrained parts of 


the network and 


historic patterns.


• Modelling of SVO and 


FPL.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Figure 4: APT Screenshot







Further work on understanding network behaviour –


Losses Project


• Installation of monitoring on HV and LV feeders.


• Develop methodology to accurately predict losses.


• Improve understanding of network losses.


• Update losses strategy.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Tool under development.


• Forecasting and typical 


models created.


• SVO and FPL plugins 


under test.


• FTP link established with 


Met-Office. forecast 


profiles have been 


generated since January 


2016.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


What we have done so far


Figure 5: APT Screenshot







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


• Finish tool development: Q1 2017.


• Testing of tool: Q1 2017.


• Training and trial: Q3 2017.


PART 1: Advanced Planning Tool (APT)


Next Steps







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment


• Statutory voltage limits set at +/- 6% in 11kV and 33kV 


networks.


What is the problem we want to solve?


Capacity for new connections depends on 


headroom available before upper voltage 


limit is reached.


Rationale behind existing limits unknown.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Figure 6: South West Network Single Line 


Diagram


Theoretical investigation


Could the 11kV and 33kV 


statutory voltage limits be 


widened to release network 


capacity?







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


PART 2- Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Figure 6: South West Network Single Line 


Diagram


• Study completed by Parsons 


Brinckerhoff.


• Included literature reviews, 


stakeholder engagement, 


equipment specification 


investigations and system 


studies.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


Industry supportive of investigations.


PART 2: Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Study completed – Main Outputs


Majority of 11kV and 33kV connected 


equipment would not need replacement.


A new voltage range of +-10% was 


considered.


This range advisable for 33kV but tighter range for 


11kV is suggested due to voltage regulation issues.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


Step change limits to be maintained.


PART 2: Voltage Limits Assessment (VLA)


Study completed – Main Outputs


Further consultation – voltage limit working 


groups.


Study and outputs forwarded to industry.


Consultation with customers, UK and EU regulators and 


studies on other parts of the UK network are 


suggested.







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What is the problem we want to solve?
Traditional Voltage Control 


philosophy


• Relays at substations Control 


On Load Tap Changers.


• Keep voltage at substation 


close to pre-determined 


value.


• This target voltage value 


historically set high.


• Suitable for demand 


dominated networks. Figure 7: Traditional and amended voltage 


profiles







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What is the problem we want to solve?
Traditional Voltage Control 


philosophy


• Restrictive in modern 


networks.


Limits available network 


capacity!


Figure 7: Traditional and amended voltage 


profiles







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Dynamically adjust the previously static target voltage at the 


substation based on real-time operating conditions.


Figure 8: System Voltage Optimisation operation







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Figure 9: System Voltage Optimisation Architecture







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


What we have done so far


• Selected the 16 substations.


• Identified required relay replacements.


• WPD’S IT, PowerOn  and Engineering Design teams involved 


in design process.


• Produced extract of ICCP Bilateral Table linking SVO model to 


monitoring information to be received.







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


Next Steps


• System Design Complete by Q3 2016.


• Preparation for testing Q1 2017.


• Site works complete by Q3 2017.


• Testing and commissioning of system complete by Q3 2017.


• System live Q3/Q4 2017.


• Trials commence Q4 2017.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


What is the problem we want to solve?


Figure 10: Thermal and voltage constraints preventing network 


connections.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


Figure 11: Thermal and voltage constraints removed by FPL.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


• Back-to-back voltage source converter manufactured by ABB.


• Interconnecting two different Grid Groups.


• Connected across a 33 kV Normal Open Point.


QQ


Figure 12: Flexible Power Link operation







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


• External Control System developed independently.


Figure 13: FPL Control System Architecture







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


What we have done so far


• Selected the site.


• Now in detailed design phase.


• Working with WPD’s Engineering Design and Primary System 


Design and Projects teams on system integration design 


work.


• Contract negotiations for FPL Control System.







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


Next Steps


• Design complete by Q4 2016.


• Testing preparations complete by Q2 2017.


• FPL delivered on site Q3 2017. 


• FPL commissioned and energised by Q1 2018.


• FPL Control System delivered by Q3 2017.







Summary


• Networks are now very different than for the purposes they 


have been designed.


• We need to change the ways we control, design and manage 


our electricity distribution networks.


• That’s why we have an Innovation Strategy, which includes 


among other projects Network Equilibrium.







Summary


• Network Equilibrium – Aims to improve network power flows, 


voltage profiles and develop new planning tools.


To facilitate the integration of more LCTs in our network.


• The project consists of 3 techniques.







Summary


• VLA – Could we widen the voltage limits to release network 


capacity?


Study complete. Suggestions provided for statutory 


voltage and step change limit amendments in 33kV and 


11kV networks. Further consultation to consider other 


parts of the UK  and regulatory aspects.


No knowledge on rationale behind existing limits. 


Statutory voltage limits constrain network capacity.







Summary


• APT – Planning tool with advanced functionalities.


Existing planning tools only consider very conservative 


scenarios.
APT will provide better understanding of real network 


operation and will support:


1. Analysis using historic time-series information.


2. Analysis using typical demand and generation 


profiles.


3. Short-term forecasting of demand and generation 


using weather data.


4. Modelling and planning of SVO and FPL.


5. Evaluation of network capacity.







Summary


• APT – Planning tool with advanced functionalities.


Development of the tool is in progress.


Current version includes plugin modelling and analysis 


using typical and forecasted demand and generation. 


Trial of the tool to commence in Q3 2017. 







Summary


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control.


Existing voltage control systems not suitable for modern 


networks and limit available network capacity.


SVO will adjust the target voltages at 8 BSPs and 8 


Primaries in real time, based on the operating 


conditions.


It will communicate with WPD’s NMS to receive network 


monitoring information and send the optimised target 


voltage settings.







Summary


• SVO – Real time, dynamic voltage control.


Sites selected and site work identified and planned.


Design work in progress.


System to go live by Q4 2017. 







Summary


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 


connecting two independent networks.


New connections limited by both voltage and thermal 


constraints.


FPL will remove network constraints by providing 


voltage support and transferring power to neighbouring 


network with spare capacity.


It will be controlled by an external system that has view 


of the network in real time.







Summary


• FPL – Converter for voltage support and power flow control, 


connecting two independent networks.


Site selected.


Detailed design of FPL in progress.


Contract negotiations for FPL Control System.


FPL commissioned and energised by Q1 2018.


FPL Control System delivered by Q3 2017.







Network Equilibrium


Improve the network voltages.


Control the network power flows.


Understand and plan 


networks better.


To make the most of existing network and enable more Low 


Carbon Technologies to connect.
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Customers


• New connections
• Upgrades
• Information
• Self Serve
• Products/Service
• Tariffs
• Communities


Operations


• Reliability
• Forecasting
• System Operation
• DSR
• GBSO Interface
• Efficiency
• SHE and Security


Assets


• Telemetry
• Decision support
• Improved assets
• New assets
• Flexibility
• Automation
• Incident response


Innovation Strategy
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Network Equilibrium – An Overview


• £13 million Tier 2 project


• Project area: Part of WPD’s 


South West Network.


• Started in March 2015, 


finishes June 2019.


• Balance voltages and power 


flows – Enable more Low 


Carbon Technologies to 


connect.


Figure 1:  Network Equilibrium Project area







Network Equilibrium – The Technique Aims


EVA


Enhanced Voltage 


Assessment


SVO


System Voltage 


Optimisation


FPL


Flexible Power Link


• Part 1: Improve DNO 


planning and design 


tools.


• Part 2: Provide Industry 


wide recommendations 


for future amendments 


of voltage limits.


• Provide technical 


specifications on 


coordinated 


voltage control at 


11kV and 33 kV.


• Improve network 


resilience.


• Balance generation 


and demand.


• Improve security of 


supply.







Network Equilibrium – Enhanced Voltage Assessment


Advanced Planning Tool


• Better visibility of all voltage 


levels.


• Historic and short term half 


hourly forecast profiles.


• Users: PSD, Control Engineers, 


Outage planners.


Voltage Limits Assessment


• Theoretical investigation: 


Could the 11kV and 33kV 


statutory voltage limits be 


widened to release network 


capacity?


Figure 2: South West Network Single Line 


Diagram







Network Equilibrium – System Voltage Optimisation


• Centralised system - monitors state of the network.


• Sends dynamic Target voltage settings to AVC relays.


• Optimise voltage profiles -> Release network capacity.


Figure 3: System Voltage Optimisation operation







Network Equilibrium – Flexible Power Link


• Back-to-back voltage source converter.


• Interconnecting two different Grid Groups.


• Connected across a 33 kV Normal Open Point.


QQ


Figure 3: Flexible Power Link operation







Network Equilibrium – Progress since March 2015


• Currently in mobilisation phase.


• June 2015: Voltage Limits Assessment work package 


commenced.


• July 2015: Advance Planning Tool work package commenced.


• Tenders received for the Flexible Power Link.


• Contract negotiations for System Voltage Optimisation work 


package in progress.







Network Equilibrium - Lessons Learned


Advance Planning 


Tool


Inconsistencies in the 


format of the data 


collected from BSPs 


and Primaries – A 


systematic approach is 


proposed.


More data 


measurement points 


are required to 


understand network 


operation.


Generation data stored 


manually – causes errors. 


Automated system and 


data validation to be in 


place.







Network Equilibrium - Lessons Learned


Voltage Limits 


Assessment


Large proportion of 


networks constrained by 


voltage step change 


instead of voltage limits.


Rationale behind 


steady state and step 


change voltage limits.


High voltage issues: 


Common problem of 


many DNOs.







Network Equilibrium - Lessons Learned


System Voltage 


Optimisation


Advanced 11 kV 


network design tools 


needed to better assess 


the operation of the 11 


kV network.


Existing SCADA 


communications 


cannot easily 


accommodate 


additional traffic.


Existing comms 


equipment often needs 


upgrading for fine voltage 


control.







Network Equilibrium - Lessons Learned


Flexible Power Link


More advance planning 


tools are necessary for 


the FPL site selection. 


Power transfer 


control design is 


challenging.


Space availability usually 


limited at existing 


substation sites.







Network Equilibrium – What’s Next
Share Design Build Trial Mobilisation 


Q3/Q4 2015 Q1/Q2 2016 Q3/Q4 2016 Q1/Q2 2017 Q3/Q4 2017 Q1/Q2 2018 Q3/Q4 2018 Q1/Q2 2019


EVA Part 1


Advanced 


Planning Tool  


EVA Part 2


Voltage Limits 


Assessment


FPL


SVO 







Conclusions


• Our Innovation strategy focuses on Assets, Customers and 


Operations.


• Network Equilibrium – Aims to optimise network power flows 


and voltage profiles to facilitate the integration of more LCTs in 


our network.


• Network Equilibrium consists of 4 work packages.







Conclusions


• Enhanced Voltage Assessment Part 1: Develop an Advance 


Planning Tool to improve network planning and design 


procedures.


• Enhanced Voltage Assessment Part 2: Theoretical assessment 


of the existing voltage limits to provide Industry 


recommendations on future amendments and network 


capacity benefits.







Conclusions


• System Voltage Optimisation: Centralised system to apply 


dynamic target voltage settings at a number of BSPs and 


Primaries. Make full use of the existing network and increase its 


Distributed Generation capacity.


• Flexible Power Link: Interconnect 33 kV networks of different 


Grid Groups through a back-to-back voltage source converter to 


improve power flows, network resiliency and generation 


capacity.
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